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Christa Salamandra's A New Old Damascus:
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In addition to a meticulous and enticing de‐
scription of Damascus, old and new, Salamandra
offers a compelling analysis of the socio-spatial
changes that have taken place in Old Damascus
since the Ba'th party's seizure of power in 1963 as
well as more recent economic liberalization mea‐
sures. One of Salamandra's essential arguments is
that Damascus's older elites are reclaiming the
Old City as a site of consumption rather than one
of residence and that these elites are motivated,
first and foremost, by a desire to reaffirm and
maintain their perceived status.
Salamandra calls these elites "Damascenes," a
term that does not designate all residents of Dam‐

the capital, where many occupied Old City homes
vacated by the Damascenes. However, in the
1980s and 1990s the Old City's original inhabitants
began to express a renewed interest in Old Dam‐
ascus. Some converted their former homes into
restaurants and cafes whose architectural style,
food, and ambiance were designed to recreate an
"authentic" Damascene atmosphere. As Salaman‐
dra demonstrates, this "return to the old" is--upon
closer inspection--an amalgam of old and new,
Eastern and Western, local and global.
The fact that the Old City of Damascus has be‐
come a locus of Damascene elite consumption and
identity affirmation is not due exclusively to eco‐
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Salamandra further argues that part of what
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veaux riches who attempt to enact their upper-
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class status through association with the Old City
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Salamandra places these practices by upper-class
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that is governed by men. Such arguments raise
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member Collette Khoury, and author and political
activist Siham Tergeman. These two Damascene
women appear to play leading roles in terms of
campaigning for the preservation of the Old City
and defending the Old City's idealized past. Are
they exceptions to the aforementioned rule or do
they symbolize a more complex aspect of the pa‐
triarchal society in which they live?
These few questions and criticisms aside,
Salamandra's book presents a compelling analysis
that sheds light on the socio-spatial relations pre‐
vailing in Old Damascus and gives the reader a
rare glimpse into the lives of upper-class Syrians.
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